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Abstract—Designing optimal strategies to deploy small cell sta-
tions is crucial to meet the quality-of-service requirements in
next-generation cellular networks with constrained deployment
costs. In this paper, a general deployment framework is proposed
to jointly optimize the locations of backhaul aggregate nodes,
small base stations, machine aggregators, and multi-hop wireless
backhaul links to accommodate both human-type and machine-type
communications. The goal is to provide deployment solutions with
best coverage performance under cost constraints. The formulated
problem is shown to be a multi-objective integer programming
for which it is challenging to obtain the optimal solutions. To
solve the problem, a heuristic algorithm is proposed by combining
Lagrangian relaxation, the weighted sum method, theǫ-constraint
method and tabu search to obtain both the solutions and bounds,
for the objective function. Simulation results show that the pro-
posed framework can provide solutions with better performance
compared with conventional deployment models in scenarioswhere
available fiber connections are scarce. Furthermore, the gap be-
tween obtained solutions and the lower bounds is quite tight.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In next-generation cellular networks, low power small base
stations (SBSs) will be densely deployed to boost the coverage
and capacity [1, 2]. Furthermore, billions of machines will
coexist with conventional human-type communication (HTC)
[3, 4]. Thus, next-generation cellular systems must integrate
heterogeneous base stations and heterogeneous types of com-
munications. All these components should be considered in
the network planning period to obtain a network deployment
strategy with optimal operating performance. Indeed, one major
challenge for next-generation cellular networks is to design
flexible, scalable and low cost deployment strategies [2] that
capture the network’s heterogeneity.

For SBSs, backhaul links are required to connect them to
the core network. The performance of an SBS also depends
on the capacity of the backhaul link. Thus, backhaul links and
SBSs should be considered jointly during network planning [2]
to guarantee the system performance. Conventional works on
base station (BS) deployment have focused mainly on scenarios
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Fig. 1 System model.

in which fiber connection backhaul links are available for all
candidate locations [5–9]. In other words, only sites with existing
fiber connections are regarded as potential sites. However,as
discussed in [2], the availability of existing fiber connections
might be scarce which would hamper the flexibility and perfor-
mance of the network. Also, deploying new fiber connections
for dense SBSs is unacceptable from the perspective of cost.
To overcome this problem, the works in [2, 10] have shown
that heterogeneous backhaul, wired and wireless, would be a
viable solution for ultra dense small cell network. The authors
in [11] studied the deployment of wireless backhaul links for
SBSs. However, this work only studied the placement of wireless
backhaul nodes which provide backhaul links to SBSs directly,
through one hop, while SBSs deployment has been neglected.

Although interesting deployment problems have been studied,
existing works [5–9, 11] have only focused on fibre backhaul
links and HTC. Such works can not be extended to solve the
deployment problem of the next-generation networks since the
impact of MTC and the designing of backhaul network have been
neglected. In particular, heterogeneous communications,HTC
and machine-type communication (MTC), and heterogeneous
backhaul links, wired and wireless, should be considered jointly
in the planning period. In addition, multi-hop wireless backhaul
links should be allowed to improve the network performance
when the available fiber links are scarce. To our best knowledge,
the general framework of the deployment of next-generation
network while taking into account jointly HTC, MTC, wired
backhaul and wireless backhaul, has never been addressed yet.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a practical
general deployment framework which incorporates HTC, MTC,
available wired backhaul links and multi-hop wireless backhaul
links for next-generation cellular networks. Three types of sta-
tions, backhaul aggregate nodes (BANs), small base stations
(SBSs) and machine aggregators (MAs), are deployed to get
the network with optimal performance. In particular, MAs are
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responsible for covering MTC and backhaul links of an SBS
can be provided either by some BAN or by other SBSs. We
formulate the deployment problem as a multi-objective integer
programming which is NP-hard. To obtain the entire Pareto
optimal solution set, we propose an tabu search based adaptive
algorithm which can also provide lower bounds for the problem
and the bounds can be used to check the quality of the obtained
solutions. Simulation results show that our framework can get
good solutions in scenarios where available fiber connections
are scarce. Furthermore, the ratio of the objective value ofthe
obtained solutions to the lower bounds can be as tight as 1.99.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system and problem formulation. The proposed
deployment algorithm is introduced and discussed in Section III.
Section IV analyzes the simulation results and conclusionsare
drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our model is shown in Fig. 1. The backhaul aggregate nodes
(BANs) are placed at sites with available fiber connections to
connect SBSs to the core network. Meanwhile, the deployed
SBSs with backhaul can act as relays and connect other SBSs
to BANs. Thus, for an SBS, the backhaul link can be provided
either by a BAN or by other SBSs. In addition, we assume that
BANs have access ability and can cover a certain area.

For MTC, a clustered infrastructure [4, 12] is adopted in which
the machines first transmit data to an machine aggregator (MA)
which will then send the data to a BAN as shown in Fig. 1. In
the system, we mainly consider static machines whose locations
and data rates are assumed to be known. Unlike HTC, for MTC,
uplink transmission is our focus in the deployment period.

For HTC, both access links and backhaul links are assumed
to work in the orthogonal millimeter-wave (mmW) bands. For
MTC, a conventional, sub-6 GHz band is used for access since
MTCs require long range, low rate coverage, which is in contrast
to mmW which is a high bandwidth, short-range solution. For
mmW propagation, the pathloss model in [13] is used:

Loss(d) = 20log10

(

4πd0
λ

)

+10n̄log10

(

d

d0

)

+ χ, (1)

whered0 is a reference distance andλ is the wavelength of the
carrier. n̄ denotes the path loss exponent andd is transmission
distance.χ is the shadowing component which is a zero mean
Gaussian variable with a standard deviationσs in dB. The value
n̄ and σs depend on the transmission conditions, i.e., line of
sight (LOS) or non line of sight (NLOS), access link or backhaul
link. The LOS probability derived in [14] is utilized in our work,
pLOS (d) = e−βd, whered denotes transmission distance andβ

is related with transmission environment.

A. Problem formulation

Consider an areaA in which a number of BANs, SBSs and
MAs must be deployed to serve both HTC and MTC. In this area,
the potential sites set is given byF = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ F3. SetF1 =
{1, . . . , F1} indicates sites with available fiber connection and
denotes the candidate locations for BANs. SetF2 = {1, . . . , F2}
andF3 = {1, . . . , F3} denote the candidate locations for SBSs
and MAs, respectively.

We define the deployment variableszk ∈ {0, 1}, yi ∈ {0, 1}
and wj ∈ {0, 1} for BANs, SBSs and MAs, respectively, to
indicate the station is deployed (= 1) or not (= 0). For HTC,
in order to indicate the area coverage, we partition the areaA
equally into a set of subareas which are elements of the set
S = {1, . . . , S}. For each subareas ∈ S, the center point is
chosen to indicate its coverage. Variablesxks andxis are defined
as follows to indicate the coverage of subareas by BAN k and
SBS i, respectively.

xks (xis) =

{

1 if subareas is covered by BANk (SBS i).
0 otherwise.

As previously mentioned, we assume that SBSs can act as relays.
To bound the transmission latency, it is reasonable to restrict the
number of hops from an SBS to a BAN. Here,N is used to
denote the maximum number of relays for a connection from an
SBS to a BAN. Then, the maximum number of hops from an
SBS to a BAN isN +1. For the multi-level network, we define
the following variables to indicate the connections among BSs.

xki (xpi) =

{

1 if BAN k (SBSp) provides backhaul to SCi.
0 otherwise.

Here, we letxii = 0 for all i ∈ F2. It needs to be clarified that
the level of our network infrastructure is not fixed. The maximum
level isN+1 and some SBSs can connect to BANs through just
one or two hops. For subareas, we define thedownlink routing
variablesxs

ki ∈ {0, 1} (xs
pi ∈ {0, 1}) to indicate whether the

data fors is routed from BANk (SBSp) to SBSi or not.
For MTC, we letM = {1, . . . ,M} be the set of the machines

that need to be covered by MAs. Each machinem ∈ M has a
data ratedm. We define variablesxjm ∈ {0, 1} andxkj ∈ {0, 1}
to indicate the coverage of machinem ∈ M by MA j ∈ F3 and
the availability of a link between BANk and MA j, respectively.

Given the areaA, our purpose is to find an optimal deployment
solution which indicates the locations of BANs, SBSs, MAs
and their connections. From an operator’s perspective, we want
to maximize the coverage with a minimum deployment cost.
In order to examine the relationship between deployment cost
and performance deeply, unlike the previous studies [5–9],we
consider multiple objectives simultaneously and give an optimal
deployment solution set from which the proper strategy can be
chosen. The three objective functions are defined as follows.

f1 (z,y,w) =
∑

k∈F1

zkck +
∑

i∈F2

yici +
∑

j∈F3

wjcj , (2)

f2 (x) = S −
∑

s∈S

∑

k∈F1

xks −
∑

s∈S

∑

i∈F2

xis, (3)

f3 (x) = M −
∑

m∈M

∑

j∈F3

xjm, (4)

wheref1 (z,y,w) represents deployment cost andf2 (x), f3 (x)
indicate the number of uncovered subareas and machines.ck, ci
and cj denote deployment cost for BANk, SC i and MA j,
respectively. Vectorx =

[

xki, xks, xis, x
s
ki, x

s
ip, xjm

]

, y = [yi],
z = [zk] andw = [wj ] are the binary variables.

In the considered areaA, mobile users are assumed to be
distributed according to a homogeneous Poisson Point Process
(PPP) of densityλu. A subarea is said to be covered if the outage



probability is less than a predefined threshold,poa. Then, the
deployment problem can be formulated as a multi-level multi-
objective integer programming problem:

(P) min
x,y,z,w

[f1 (y, z,w) , f2 (x) , f3 (x)] ,

s.t. xks ≤ zk s ∈ S, k ∈ F1, (5)

xis ≤ yi s ∈ S, i ∈ F2, (6)

xki ≤ yi k ∈ F1, i ∈ F2, (7)

xki ≤ zk k ∈ F1, i ∈ F2, (8)

xpi ≤ yp i, p ∈ F2, (9)

xpi ≤ yi i, p ∈ F2, (10)

xs
ki ≤ xki s ∈ S, k ∈ F1, i ∈ F2, (11)

xs
ip ≤ xip s ∈ S, i, p ∈ F2, (12)
∑

k∈F1

xks +
∑

i∈F2

xis ≤ 1 s ∈ S, (13)

∑

k∈F1

xksp (γks ≤ γt) +
∑

i∈F2

xisp (γis ≤ γt) ≤ poa, (14)

∑

i∈F2

xki +
∑

j∈F3

xkj ≤ Nb k ∈ F1, (15)

∑

k∈F1

xki +
∑

p∈F2

xpi = yi i ∈ F2, (16)

∑

k∈F1

∑

i∈F2

xs
ki =

∑

i∈F2

xis s ∈ S, (17)

xis +
∑

p∈F2

xs
ip =

∑

k∈F1

xs
ki +

∑

p∈F2

xs
pi, (18)

∑

p∈F2

∑

i∈F2

xs
pi +

∑

k∈F1

∑

i∈F2

xs
ki ≤ N + 1 s ∈ S, (19)

∑

p∈F2

xpip(ri > Cpi) +
∑

k∈F1

xkip(ri > Cki) ≤ pob, (20)

xkj ≤ zk k ∈ F1, j ∈ F3, (21)
∑

j∈F3

xjm ≤ 1 m ∈ M, (22)

xjmdjm ≤ Djt j ∈ F3,m ∈ M, (23)

τj ≤ τth j ∈ F3, (24)
∑

k∈F1

xkj = wj j ∈ F3, (25)

∑

m∈M

xjmdmδ ≤ Ckj k ∈ F1, j ∈ F3. (26)

Here,γks (γis) denotes the received signal to noise ratio (SNR)
at the center point of subareas from BAN k (SBS i). γt is an
outage threshold for user access.Nb is the maximum number of
nodes that a BAN can serve. The random variableri indicates
the total data request from the covered area of SBSi. Cpi (Cki)
is the capacity of the link from SBSp (BAN k) to BSi. pob is the
maximum allowable probability with which the limited backhaul
capacity induces large transmission latency.djm is the distance
from MA j to machinem andDjt indicates the coverage range
of MA j. τth denotes the transmission latency threshold of MTC.
0 < δ ≤ 1 represents the data compression ratio.

In problem (P), constraints (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) and
(21) mean that only deployed BSs can provide connections to

users, other BSs and machines. (11) and (12) guarantee that a
connection is required to route data among SBSs. (13) and (14)
ensure that each subarea can be covered at most by one BS with
a lower outage probability than the predefined threshold. Since
millimeter wave band networks are noise limited [10, 13], SNR
is used to indicate the quality of service. Constraint (15) indicates
the backhaul capability of a BAN. Constraint (16) ensures that a
deployedSBS (yi = 1) must have backhaul links either through
connecting to BANs or other SBSs. Also, we do not consider the
case in which one SBS has access to multiple BANs or SBSs
simultaneously. For subareas, constraint (17) implies that the
data fors must be transmitted from a BAN to some SBS once
it is covered by an SBS (

∑

i∈F2

xis = 1). (18) means that the

data for subareas can be transmitted to SBSi when subareas
is covered by SBSi (xis = 1) or SBS i relays data to some
other SBS (

∑

p∈F2

xs
ip = 1). Constraint (19) is the constraint on

the number of hops. (20) characterizes the wireless backhaul
capacity limits. Here, we mainly focus on the limited wireless
backhaul capacity and assume that access capacity is sufficient.

Constraint (22) means that the machine can be covered by
at most one MA and (23) is the transmission distance constraint
for machines. (24) ensures the mean uplink transmission delay of
machines covered by MAj is less than the predefined threshold.
Constraint (25) requires that, for deployed MAs, some deployed
BANs should provide wireless backhaul links. (26) implies that
the backhaul capacity of an MA is sufficient to satisfy the
aggregate machine demand. Here, we assume that the data rateof
an machine is quite low and it can be satisfied by the connected
MA. In problem (P), the hop limits and constraints (20) on the
large latency probability together guarantee that a long path does
not exist in the deployed networks.

Based on channel model (1), constraint (14) can be trans-
formed into the following constraint on the transmission distance.

∑

i∈F2

xis (dis −Dit) +
∑

k∈F1

xks (dks −Dkt) ≤ 0. (27)

dis (dks) is defined as the distance from SBSi (BAN k) to the
center point of subareas. Dit andDkt denote the coverage range
of SBS i and BAN k, respectively.

Since users are distributed according to a PPP, (20) can be
transformed further to the following constraints on the number
of covered subareas given the users’ rate demand distribution.

∑

s∈S

xis +
∑

s∈S

∑

p∈F2

xs
ip ≤ Ni (x) i ∈ F2. (28)

Here,Ni (x) =
∑

k∈F1

xkiNki+
∑

p∈F2

xpiNpi. Nki (Npi) denotes

the number of subareas that SBSi can cover when connected
to BAN k (SBSp). In [3], the author proposed a framework to
compute the mean transmission latencyτj for MA j in MTC
which is a function of the number of machines and resources.
Then, given available resources and latency requirementτth, the
method proposed in [3] can be modified to obtain the following
constraint on the total number of machines that an MA can cover.

∑

m∈M

xjm ≤ Njwj j ∈ F3. (29)



Problem (P) is amulti-objective multi-level capacitated facility
location problem (FLP). This problem is an extension of multi-
level FLP which is known to be NP-hard [15]. Here, Pareto
optimality is considered for the multi-objective programming.

Definition 1: For a minimization programming with objective
functionf(x) = [f1(x), . . . , fN(x)]. A solutionx∗ is efficientif
there does not exist other solutionx such thatfi(x) ≤ fi(x

∗), ∀i
andfi(x) < fi(x

∗), ∃i. The pointf(x∗) in the objective space
is calledPareto optimalor nondominatedif x∗ is efficient.

Hereinafter, we use efficient and Pareto optimal interchange-
ably. Our purpose is to find the optimal solution set and guide
the practical deployment of BANs, SBSs and MAs.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

To solve problem (P), we first combine the weighted sum
method with theǫ-constraint method [16] together to transform
it to a single objective optimization problem. In the weighted sum
method, we assume that the network planner has a parameterθ

that captures the tradeoff between the HTC coverage and MTC
coverage. Then, the coverage objective function can be expressed
asfc (x) = f2 (x)+θf3 (x). Then, throughǫ-constraint method,
the deployment costf1 (y, z,w) is taken as a constraint. Given
θ andǫ, the problem is transformed to the following problem.

(Pǫ) min fc (x) ,

s.t. f1 (z,y,w) ≤ ǫ, (30)

(5− 13), (15− 19), (21− 23), (25− 29).

The number of binary variables in problem (Pǫ) is con-
siderably large. Conventional algorithm like branch-and-bound
algorithm and linear relaxation can not address the problem
efficiently. Here, we adopt a scheme that integrates Lagrangian
relaxation and tabu search together to solve(Pǫ).

A. Lagrangian relaxation

We note that the backhaul capacity constraint (28) makes
the problem challenging to handle. So we introduce Lagrangian
multipliers λ = {λi ≥ 0, i ∈ F2} and relax constraint (28).
Then, the relaxed problem (Pǫλ) is obtained.

(Pǫ
λ) minS+θM −

∑

k∈F1

mk +
∑

i∈F2

ni − θ
∑

j∈F3

∑

m∈M

xjm,

s.t. (5 − 13), (15− 19), (21− 23), (25− 27), (29), (30),

where

mk =
∑

s∈S

xks +
∑

i∈F1

λiNkixki,

ni =
∑

s∈S

(λi − 1)xis + λi

∑

p∈F2

(

∑

s∈S

xs
ip − xpiNpi

)

.

Here, we define a path as a sequence of nodes that originates
from some BAN and ends at some SBS. PathP = {k, i1, . . . , iq}
indicates that BANk (hop 0) serves SBSi1 and SBSin (hopn)
relays data toin+1 with 1 ≤ n ≤ (q− 1). For SBSi, Pi andhi

are defined to denote its path and the hop number, respceively.
The following parameters are defined to facilitate description of
proposed algorithms.

Algorithm 1 Local search algorithm for problem (Pǫλ) with fixed BSs.

Input: [z,y,w], θ, λi, Nb, N , Nki, Nip, dm, Dkt, Dit, Djt (k ∈
F1, i, p ∈ F2, j ∈ F3,m ∈ M).
1: initialize x = 0, K = {k|zk = 1}, I = {i|yi = 1}, W = {j|wj =

1}, Pn
i = 0, Pi,b = ∅, Pi,a = ∅, LPi

= 0, ri = 0, Io = ∅.
2: for s, Ks = {k|zk = 1, dks ≤ Dkt}, k = argmin

k′∈Ks

dk′s, xks = 1.

3: while (W 6= ∅)
4: for j ∈ W , k ∈ K, denote the maximum coverage ofj whenxkj = 1

as Covkj .
5: {j0, k0} = argmax

j∈W,k∈K
Covkj , xk0j0 = 1, updatexj0m, remove MA

j0 from W .
6: if

∑

j∈F3

xk0j = Nb, remove BANk0 from K.

7: end while
8: compute the objective value of (Pǫ

λ
) and denote asV .

9: while (I 6= ∅)
10: for i ∈ I, k ∈ K, denote the maximum coverage ofi whenxki = 1

as Covki, denote∆Vki = −Covki.
11: for i ∈ I, p ∈ Io, if Lp < N + 1, denote∆Vip={Objective value

change whenP
hp−1
p = i} and∆Vpi={Objective value change when

P
hp+1
p = i}.

12: {i0} = argmin
i∈I

{∆Vki,∆Vpi,∆Vip, k ∈ K, p ∈ Io}.

13: if ∆Vk0i0 = ∆V = min
i∈I

{∆Vki,∆Vpi,∆Vip, k ∈ K, p ∈ Io},

xk0i0 = 1, update pathPi0 andLPi0
. if

∑

i∈Io

xk0i +
∑

j∈F3

xk0j =

Nb, remove BANk0 from K.
14: if ∆Vp0i0 = ∆V , inserti0 betweenp0 andP

hp0−1
p0 ; if ∆Vi0p0 =

∆V , insert i0 betweenp0 and P
hp0+1
p0 . Pi0 = Pp0 , update path

Pi0 .
15: removei0 from I andIo = Io ∪ {i0}, V = V +∆V .
16: end while
Output: x, V (z,y,w) = V

Pn
i = {i′|Pi′ = Pi, hi′ = n},

Pi,b = {i′|i′ ∈ F2, Pi′ = Pi, hi′ < hi},

Pi,a = {i′|i′ ∈ F2, Pi′ = Pi, hi′ > hi},

LPi
= max{hi′ |i

′ ∈ F2, Pi′ = Pi},

ri =
∑

s∈S

xis.

Thenni can be replaced by

n′
i =





∑

p∈Pi,b

λp + λi − 1



 ri − λiNP
(hi−1)

i
i
.

Since (Pǫλ) is a relaxation of (Pǫ), a lower bound for (Pǫ) can
be obtained through solving (Pǫλ). However, problem (Pǫλ) is still
no less complex than the NP-Complete knapsack problem since
the benefits of BSs,mk andni, depend on each other closely.
If we relax constraint (19) further, the obtained optimal value
of (Pǫ

λ) would degrade significantly. Here, we propose a local
search algorithm to obtain the best connection variablesx and
optimal objective valueV (z,y,w) given deployment variables
[z,y,w] which is described in Algorithm 1.

In line 11 in the Algorithm 1, for SBSi, we provide the
following procedure to compute the∆Vip.

Step 1:∆Vip = 0. For SBSp′ ∈ Pp,a, if
∑

i′∈Pp′,b

λi′ + λi > 1,

∆Vip = ∆Vip − (
∑

i′∈Pp′,b

λi′ − 1)rp′ andrp′ = 0.

Step 2: For thosep′ with rp′ = 0, xp′s = 0 for s ∈ S.



Step 3: If
∑

i′∈Pp,b

λi′ + λi > 1, ri = 0. If
∑

i′∈Pp,b

λi′ + λi ≤ 1,

based on the updated connection variables in step 2,
determineri of SBS i when it is connected toP hp−1

p .
∆Vip = ∆Vip + (

∑

i′∈Pp,b

λi′ + λi − 1)ri.

Step 4: IfP hp−1
p is BAN k0, ∆Vip = ∆Vip+λp(Nk0p−Nip)−

λiNk0i.
Step 5: IfP hp−1

p is SBSi0, ∆Vip = ∆Vip +λp(Ni0p −Nip)−
λiNi0i.

∆Vpi can be calculated in a similar way. Based on Algorithm 1,
next, we propose a tabu search based algorithm to solve (Pǫ

λ).

B. Tabu search

Tabu search is a local search scheme that can avoid being
trapped in local optimal solutions through a short term memory
called tabu list. Here, we propose a tabu search algorithm to
solve (Pǫλ) and obtain Pareto optimal solution set for (P).

Here, we define three local moves to search the neighborhood
N (z,y,w) of a solution[z,y,w]: 1) Open move: deploy a sta-
tion at an empty site; 2)Close move: remove a deployed station;
3) Swap move: remove a deployed station and deploy a new
station. It needs to be noted that the objective values of solutions
in N (z,y,w) can not be obtained from the objective value of
[z,y,w]. Optimal variablesx given deployment variables can
only be got through solving the problem.

To solve (Pǫλ) first, we propose a two-level tabu search
algorithm described in Algorithm 2 to get the optimal solution
[z,y,w,x] and optimal valueVB = V (z,y,w). In Algorithm
2, restart diversification scheme is used: re-deployNdiv rarely
deployed stations when there is no non-tabu solutions in the
neighborhood. Meanwhile, the two-level structure acts as an
intensification scheme to search the solution space of SBSs and
MAs thoroughly. In Algorithm 2, the Algorithm 1 is used in
each iteration, line 9 and 14, to calculate the objective value
V (z′,y′,w′) for each solution(z′,y′,w′) ∈ N (z,y,w).

Given the output of the Algorithm 2,[z,y,w], a two-level
search algorithm, as included in Algorithm 3 from line 9 to line
19, is executed to obtain Pareto optimal solution set for problem
(P). Unlike Algorithm 2, multiple Pareto optimal solutionsrather
than one optimal solution can be got. In the algorithm, a new
parameter∆ǫ is introduced to control the intensification scheme.
In each iteration, only solution space with cost in[ǫ−∆ǫ, ǫ] are
searched. It needs to be noted that in the search of solutionsfor
problem (P), objective functionsf1 (z,y,w) andfc(x) are used
to determine whether a solution is efficient or not.

C. Update ofǫ

In order to get the entire optimal solution set,ǫ needs to be
decreased gradually. All nondominated solutions can be obtained
through the update ofǫ [16]. Given ǫt in iteration t, optimal
solution setPǫt can be obtained through the proposed algorithm.
Then,ǫt can be updated adaptively as follows:

ǫt+1 = min

(

min
[z′,y′,w′]∈Pǫt

f1(z
′,y′,w′), ǫt

)

−∆c.

WhenPǫt = ∅, we update the cost constraint based onǫt. ∆c

is a small positive number.
The algorithm to solve (P) is summarized as Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for problem (Pǫλ).

Input: Nt1 , Nt2 , Nswap, Ndiv , tabu listT1 andT2, ǫ, θ, λi, Nb, N , Nki,
Nip, dm, Dkt, Dit, Djt (k ∈ F1, i, p ∈ F2, j ∈ F3,m ∈ M).
1: initialize t1 = 0, t2 = 0, empty tabu list,[y,z,w] = 0.
2: while (f1 (z,y,w) < ǫ)
3: k = argmin

k′∈F1,zk′=0
ck. if f1 (z,y,w) + ck ≤ ǫ, zk = 1.

4: if f1 (z,y,w)+ck > ǫ or z = 1, p = argmin
p′∈F2∪F3,yp′=0,wp′=0

ck.

5: if f1 (z,y,w) + cp ≤ ǫ, open facilityp; else, break.
6: end while
7: Given [z,y,w], get objective valueVB = V (z,y,w) through Algo-

rithm 1. vb = [z,y,w].
8: while (t1 < Nt1 )
9: computeN (z) with fixed [y,w] and objective value through Algo-

rithm 1, p = argmin
z′∈N (z)

V (z′,y,w)

10: if V (p,y,w) < VB ; VB = V (p,y,w), vb = [p,y,w].
11: if V (p,y,w) ≥ VB , p = argmin

z′∈N (z),z′ is non-tabu
V (z′,y,w).

12: z = p, t1 = t1 + 1, updateT1.
13: while (t2 < Nt2 )
14: computeN (y,w) with fixed z and objective value through Algo-

rithm 1, q = argmin
q′∈N (y,w)

V (z, q)

15: if V (z, q) < VB ; VB = V (z,q), vb = [z,q].
16: if V (z, q) ≥ VB , q = argmin

q′∈N (y,w)),q′ is non-tabu
V (z, q).

17: if anyq′ ∈ N (y,w) is tabu, deployNdiv rarely deployed facilities
and clearT2; else,[y,w] = q, updateT2. t2 = t2 + 1.

18: end while
19: t2 = 0

20: end while
21: getx andV (z,y,w) with vb = [z,y,w] through Algorithm 1.
Output: [z,y,w,x] andVB = V (z,y,w), vb = [z,y,w].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our simulation, a 73GHz band is considered by exploiting
the measurements in [13].β is set as 0.046 [14]. For users, the
SNR threshold,γt, is -10dB calculated from a 100Mbps outage
rate with a 1GHz bandwidth [13]. The bandwidth of the backhaul
link is also 1GHz and the noise power isσ2 =-74dBm [14] for
mmW band. The access and backhaul outage probability are set
0.1. The subarea is set as10m× 10m and the density of users
is 200/km2. The maximum number of relays for an SBS,N , is
set as 2 and the backhaul capability of a BAN,Nb, is set as 5.θ
is set to 0.5. For MTC, the results in [3] is used where an MA
can support 600 machines with a latency requirement of 15 ms.

Fig. 2 shows a deployment instance which achieves the
minimum objectivefc(x), best coverage, in a 400m× 400m
area. In this area, 2000 machines are distributed uniformly. Here,
the deployed BANs, SBSs, MAs and connection relationships are
shown in the figure. Better coverage has been obtained through
the proposed framework compared with conventional fiber-based
and single-hop wireless backhaul models. In the result, 4 BANs
have been deployed which provide backhaul links to 18 SBSs
and 7 MAs. One potential site for BANs has not been used since
the SBSs in the 2-hop wireless backhaul path of BAN 2 have
covered the subareas around this potential site. Thus, through
the utilization of sites without fiber connection, less BANsare
needed compared with conventional models.

In Fig. 3, we show the Pareto optimal solutions and lower
bounds obtained using the proposed algorithm for an 400m×
400m area with 5 locations, 40 locations and 20 locations for



Algorithm 3 Algorithm to solve (P).

Input: Nb, Nmax,L, ∆ǫ, Nt1,max, Nt2,max.
1: initialize ǫ0 =

∑

k∈F1

ck +
∑

i∈F2

ci +
∑

j∈F3

cj , P = ∅, t = 0, tL = 0,

Bl = ∅.
2: while (ǫt > min

k∈F1

ck)

3: initialize λ, Pr = ∅, Vr = ∅,tL = 0, t1 = 0, t2 = 0.
4: while (tL < Nmax,L)
5: solve (Pǫt

λ
) through Algorithm 2,Pr = Pr ∪ {VB}, Vr = Vr ∪

{vb}.
6: tL = tL + 1, updateλ.
7: end while
8: [z,y,w] = argmax

[z′,y′,w′]∈Vr

V (z′,y′,w′), Bl = Bl ∪ {V (z,y,w)}

9: while (t1 < Nt1,max)
10: computeN (z) with fixed [y,w], Pe = {[z′,y,w]|z′ ∈

N (z), f1 (z′,y,w) ∈ [ǫ−∆ǫ, ǫ], [z′,y,w] is nondominated}.
11: P = P ∪ Pe, delete dominated solutions inP .
12: z={best non-tabu solution inPe}, t1 = t1 + 1, updateT1.
13: while (t2 < Nt2,max)
14: computeN (y,w) with fixed z, Pe = {[z,y′,w′]|[y′,w′] ∈

N (y,w), f1 (z,y′,w′) ∈ [ǫ−∆ǫ, ǫ], [z,y′,w′] is nondomi-
nated}.

15: P = P ∪ Pe, delete dominated solutions inP .
16: [y,w]={best non-tabu solution inPe}, updateT2. t2 = t2 +1.
17: end while
18: t2 = 0

19: end while
20: t1 = 0, t = t+ 1, updateǫt.
21: end while
Output: Nondominated solution setP , a lower bound setBl.
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Fig. 2 Deployment instance when the number of potential locations for BANs,
SBSs and MAs is 5, 40 and 20, respectively.
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Fig. 3 Obtained Pareto optimal solutions and lower bounds.

BANs, SBSs and MAs, respectively. Here, the deployment costs

of an SBS and an MA is normalized to 1 and the deployment cost
of a BAN is 10. Fig. 3 shows that the gap between the obtained
solutions and the lower bound is quite tight. The maximum ratio
of the objective value of the optimal solutions to the lower bound
is 1.99. Clearly, the proposed algorithm is quite effectivethrough
the utilization of the structure of the problem.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a general deployment frame-
work for next-generation cellular networks which incorporates
HTC, MTC, wired backhaul links and multi-hop wireless back-
haul links. A general multi-objective integer programmingmodel
has been proposed to determine the location of BANs, SBSs,
MAs and their connections. To obtain the Pareto optimal solu-
tion set, we have proposed an adaptive heuristic algorithm by
combining the weighted sum method, theǫ-method, Lagrangian
relaxation and tabu search jointly. The proposed algorithmcan
obtain both solutions and lower bounds which can be used to
evaluate the quality of the obtained solutions. Simulationresults
have shown that the proposed framework can provide better
deployment solutions than conventional fiber-based and single-
hop wireless backhaul model. Furthermore, the objective values
of obtained solutions are quite close to the lower bounds.
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